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Abstra t
In this paper, we rst give an overview of the on epts and environment of dSL, a simple imperative and event driven language designed to program distributed industrial ontrol
systems. The advantage of dSL is to provide a transparent ode distribution using low level
me hanisms. The behavior of the synthesized distributed system an therefore be formally
modeled or easily monitored. We show that another advantage is the possibility to be able
to verify systems designed with dSL. As an example, we show how dSL an be used to design
the ontrol system of two anal lo ks and we use the Spin tool to prove orre tness of the
system.
Keywords : Industrial pro ess ontrol, transparent ode distribution, veri ation, Spin

1 Introdu tion
Industrial pro ess ontrol goes hand in hand with distributed systems. This is due to the physi ally
distributed nature of the environment that is

ontinuously

ontrolled through various devi es su h

as sensors and a tuators. Development of su h distributed systems is a
experien ed programmers. The burden of

ombining the physi al

ompli ated task, even for

omplexity of the pro ess, the

ommuni ation s hemes of the distributed parts, the need to provide simple and fast

ontrol and

the extreme reliability and robustness requirements make the development of su h systems hard.
To simplify the work of the distributed systems designer,
DCOM, EJB,...)

whi h handle the

lassi al solutions exist, (CORBA,

ommuni ation aspe ts and allows the programmer to

on-

entrate on the fun tionality aspe ts of the system. Unfortunately, these solutions are generally
quite heavy, and

ompletely hide all the

ommuni ations aspe ts, making the monitoring of su h

systems di ult.
In this paper, we rst introdu e dSL whi h is a simple imperative and event driven language
designed to program distributed industrial ontrol systems. The advantage of dSL is to provide
a transparent
programmer

ode distribution using low level me hanisms. Therefore, most of the time the dSL
ommuni ation aspe ts between ontrollers of the distributed sys-

an ignore all the

tems. Moreover, by the simpli ity of the distribution me hanisms, the behavior of the synthesized
distributed system

an be formally modeled and easily monitored - whi h is a main

on ern for

this kind of systems.
We show that another advantage is the possibility to be able to verify systems designed with
dSL. As an example, we show how dSL was used to design the
We show how a translation an be done between dSL and
tool, and present the veri

ontrol system of two

anal lo ks.

Promela , the language used by the Spin
ations we have done with Spin to prove orre tness of our system.

The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes dSL on epts together with a simplied
apture the most of dSL's possibilities. In se tion 3, we

syntax and an informal semanti s that
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dis uss dSL semanti s. In Se tion 4 we present our simple ontrol system of lo ks. Se tion 5
presents the translation in
of our dSL program. In se tion 6, we present the results
obtained with

Spin .

Promela

Finally, some

on luding remarks are given in se tion 7.

2 The dSL on ept
A

ontrol system is generally a distributed system made of one or several

an be either a supervisor (typi ally a

ontroller ( alled automata from here on, whi h are
the industrial equipment to

sites

ea h of whi h

omputer maybe with a user interfa e) or a programmable
onne ted through sensors and a tuators to

ontrol). The industrial system to

ontrol is seen as the

environment

of the system.

1

is both a programming language used to design industrial ontrol systems and a prodSL
gramming environment, mainly a ompiler whi h synthesizes the a tual ontrol systems.
dSL is a simple imperative language with stati variables; a variable an be (1) internal to the
program (2) linked to an input (sensor) or (3) linked to an output (a tuator). dSL is event driven,
i.e., an event is spe ied by the

run_motor1(); will

trigger

hange in some variable value. For instan e,

run_motor1() every

when x >= 0 then

time the variable x swit hes from a negative to

a positive value.
At the rst glan e, a dSL program seems to be designed to ontrol a entralized (i.e. non
distributed) environment. A dSL program is written as if the entire environment an be a essed
without the need for expli it ommuni ation or syn hronization primitives (we shall see that some
restri tions are imposed to apply this prin iple).

lo alization table

When the designer has written the dSL program he must also ll in a
to spe ify
the physi al lo alization (site) of ea h I/O. The dSL ompiler an then automati ally distribute the
ode among the sites (supervisors or automata), trying to minimize the needed
It is
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ommuni ations .

lear that this approa h has many benets su h as (1) maintainability (only one language

is used) (2) exibility ( hanging an a tuator / sensor from one site to another does not imply
hanges on the program),(3) simpli ity (sin e
programmer does not need to

ommuni ation/distribution is done impli itly, the

ome up with syn hronization s hemes to handle parti ular tasks).

dSL example
To illustrate the dSL on epts, let us give a simplied example of a program that re eives input
values through an input variable temp, linked for instan e to a temperature sensor and swit hes

heater when the temperature is below 0 o C (above 20 o C). Two indi ators in a ontrol
panel (led and alarm) are also updated following the state of the heater and the number of times

on (o ) a

the heater is turned from one state to the other, respe tively.
physi al

onguration

The program will be used in a

ounting 2 sites; but this is not dire tly mentioned in the program. The

dSL program of gure 1 orresponds to this simple ontrol system.
A dSL program ontains 5 elements. (1) global variables de larations in luding all I/O variables
(2) method denitions (3) when instru tions (4) sequen e denitions and (5) an initialization. A
simplied grammar of the dSL syntax an be found in appendix A.
Note that dSL has limited Obje t-Oriented features. Variables and methods are therefore
stru tured into obje t denitions. We will not detail this aspe t further in this paper.
Example of gure 1 does not
The
The
the

when

ontain any method.

ondition that must

hange from

false to true enabling the handler and 2. (instru tion_list)

ode that has to be exe uted in that

1 SL is the su
d

expr)

onstru t allows to formulate an event-handler; it is made up of two parts : 1. (
ase.

essor of the language SL (Supervision Language) developed by the Ma q Ele tronique

Belgium that was originally designed for

ontrolling and supervising industrial pro esses.

2 The problem to minimize the number of ommuni ations is hard; it is not the subje t of this paper

ompany,
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global_var
led, heater
alarm
temp
maintenan e
ontrol
end_var

:
:
:
:
:

3

output_byte;
output_byte;
input_byte;
bool;
int;

sequen e set_heater(state)
(* Make the led's state orrespond to
the heater's a tion *)
ontrol := ontrol+1;
if ontrol == 1000 then
ontrol := 0;
maintenan e := true;
end_if
led := state;
heater := state;
end_sequen e
when maintenan e then
alarm := true;
(* ... *)
end_when
when temp < 0 then
(* Turn on the heater *)
laun h set_heater (1);
end_when
when temp > 20 then
(* Turn off the heater *)
laun h set_heater (0);
end_when
program
ontrol := 0;
(* Initially turn off heater and led indi ator *)
laun h set_heater (0);
end_program

Figure 1: simple dSL program

atomi and sequential ode
The design of dSL has been di tated by the exe ution paradigm used in the world of industrial
pro ess ontrol that requires a immediate rea tion to events and their instantaneous treatment. In
pra ti e, by default, this forbids any hidden syn hronization delaying exe ution and in parti ular
syn hronization whi h implies inter-site

ommuni ations (through a relatively slow network). A

lear way must therefore exist to express that inter-site syn hronization is allowed.
Hen e dSL distinguishes between



atomi

or

event-driven

neous and therefore



non atomi

or

ode whi h is exe uted in an atomi

manner and is seen as instanta-

annot be distributed and

sequential

ode whi h

an be distributed and use inter-site

ommuni ations

to syn hronize or transfer values between sites.
By default, the
site.

To relax this

allows to start

ode atta hed to a

when is event-driven and therefore must be lo al to a given
laun h instru tion
(2) portions of event-driven ode may indire tly know the

onstraints, two me hanisms have been dened: (1) the

sequential

3

ode , and

3 A method (whi h is atomi ) an also be laun hed. This results in a delayed exe ution of an atomi

ode
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Site 1

Site 2

label0:

label1:

ontrol:= ontrol+1;
if

maintenan e:=1;

start
stop

ontrol == 1000 then
ontrol := 0;

start
stop

2, label1

1, label2

label3:

re eive

label2:

state

from

1

led:=state;

start
stop

end_if

send 2, state
start 2, label3
stop

1, label4

label4:
heater:=state;

stop

Figure 2: Distributed

value of variables using

tilded

ode of the pro edure set_heater

variables (also

alled asyn hronous variables).

For instan e, the

y := ~x assigns to the lo al variable y the last value re eived in the lo al site of the
distant variable x; even if the value of x has hanged sin e then. More pre isely, the instru tion
y := ~x will stand for y := x~i where y is lo al to the site Si . The variable x~i is used in an
event-driven ode when the orresponding variable x annot be lo al to this ode (information

instru tion

given by the

ompiler when it tries to distribute the

: only when the exa t value of a variable whi h

ode.

Tilded variables must be used with

are

annot be lo al is not needed (e.g. temperature

whi h evolves slowly) or if the program is built su h that it is known that the
to the real one.

sequential

In dSL
ode is dened through the
more than one instan e exe uted simultaneously.

sequen e

instru tion.

A

tilded value is equal

sequen e

annot have

distributed ode
In our example, we suppose the I/O variables
(site [1℄), while

heater

and

maintenan e

led, alarm

are governed by the rst

are lo alized on the se ond

information are given by the developer in a

lo alization table.

Note that if I/O variables and instru tions using them are
lo alization for other variables and instru tions is left to the
before generating the distributed

ode. This distributed

ontroller

ontroller (site [2℄); these

onne ted to a given site, the

ompiler that should be de ided

ode should be equivalent to the initial

dSL program in the sense that the possible intera tions between the system and the environment
should respe t, all along its exe ution, what is spe ied by the initial dSL program. For instan e,
if the

ompiler

[1℄
[1℄
[1℄
[2℄
[1℄
[2℄
[1℄

ontrol and all free" instru tions to
set_heater method would be as follows.

onne ts the variable

resulted distributed

ode for the

the site 1, then the

ontrol := ontrol+1;
if ontrol == 1000 then
ontrol := 0;
maintenan e := 1;
end_if
led := state;
heater := state;
where the value between [ and ℄ identies the lo alization of ea h instru tion. Remark that

these are indi ations used to point out the distribution of this parti ular dSL program, and are
never part of any real dSL program (i.e. they are not present in the dSL grammar). The gure
2 shows the

orresponding distributed

ode. We

an also noti e there that the value of

transmitted from site 1 to site 2 where it is used to update the variable

led.

state

is
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3 Semanti s
The semanti s of dSL is introdu ed more formally in this se tion allowing us to motivate the
translation of dSL programs to
. This se tion explains in more detail the insides of dSL's
,
and
variable. We will therefore skip a omplete and formal review of the

sequen e laun h

Promela

tilded

language by des ribing well known program issues like method

all,

ontrol ow and expression

evaluation.
As we have already seen, the main dieren e between dSL and any ommon imperative prohara teristi s. To des ribe the semanti s of dSL
independently from the a tual distribution (materialized as a
des ribed in se tion
gramming language results from its distributed

2), we introdu e the notion of

maximal distributability, whi

lo alization table

h expresses the most liberal

atomi

ongura-

tion on whi h a given dSL program ould ever run. Indeed, due to
ode, some instru tions
and hen e variables must be sti ked together in a single site; but in the other ase, the ode may be
distributed. Using the dSL semanti s, we an show that there is a maximal possible distribution.
The prin iple of maximal distributability expresses that maximal possible distribution allows the
most possible behaviors. Verifying safety properties on this

onguration will indu e safety for

any other distribution. In this se tion, we will show how this maximal distribution is obtained.

P1 ;    ; P

We will dene a partition (
k ) of the event-driven instru tions of a dSL program, where
the instru tions in ea h element of the partition govern a set of variables. This partition may be
used to des ribe

k

independent pro esses or

program may therefore

sites.

Sin e the partition is maximal, a given dSL

ontain less but not more sites than allowed by the partition.

Finding Independent Pro esses in dSL
Denition 1 Let Instr(W ) denote all instru tions that may be rea hed in the body and ondition
i

of a given when Wi , in luding all ode rea hable from that when. This in ludes all instru tions
in the body of the when, together with all whens that may be triggered trough assignment and ode
rea hed trough syn hronous method all.

Denition 2 Let V ar(instr) be the non tilded global variables used (read) and dened (written)
in instr, and V ar(I ) = [i2I V ar(i), V ar(Wi ) = V ar(Instr(Wi )).
We

an now express the lo ality of instantaneous

ode with the

ondition :

8W ; W = :
V ar(W ) \ V ar(W ) 6=  ) 9l : Instr(W ) [ Instr(W )  P
i

i

To obtain a

j6

i

j

i

orre t partition, we augment with the

j

l

ondition that

8W : 9l : Instr(W )  P ; 8Instr : 9l : V ar(instr)  V ar(P )
Now, retain the maximal partition of the event-driven instru tions, P1 ;    ; P , from all partitions
i

i

l

l

k

that satisfy these

onditions and su h that

[ Instr(W ) = [ P
i

Ea h

Pi

i

j

j

denes an independent pro ess that will exe ute the instru tions in

the variables in

V ar(Pi ).

Pi ,

and governs

To allow a given pro ess to have a view outside its boundaries imposed by the lo ality

on-

nearly orre t value for a variable that is governed by
another pro ess. Intuitively, if a pro ess S1 governs x, and another pro ess S2 needs a nearly
orre t value for x, it uses a tilded version x
~ that keeps S1 and S2 as independent pro esses. Ea h
time S1 hanges x, S2 will be notied of the new value in an asyn hronous way. S2 has therefore
a good, but not ne essarily orre t or latest value of x.

straints, asyn hronous variables provide a

Ea h o

urren e of a tilded variable in the program text does not lead ne essarily to a dierent

asyn hronous variable. Sin e asyn hronous variables are asso iated to pro esses, all o

x

of the tilded variable ~ in a given pro ess

Pi

are identi al.

urren es

3 SEMANTICS
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g
g
V ar i
Vg
ar
x Vg
ar P

Denition 3 Let V ar(instr) be the set of tilded (global) variables used and dened in instr,
( )=

[

i2I

( ).

The denition of

allows us to uniquely identify the dierent o

urren es of ~ in

repla e all o

(

i)

x

x

urren es of ~ : simply

with ~i .

In the next se tion we will informally detail the semanti s of dSL, without going into the
on epts su h as expression evaluation, method- all, and

des ription of well known programming

ontrol ow. We only emphasize on dSL's spe ial features : its pro esses behavior, the pro essing
of whens and messages, the behavior of assignments, and nally its sequen es.

Pro ess behavior
The behavior of a dSL program in

where ea h

onjun tion with the environment

an be seen as

S1 k    k Sk k E

Si is an independent pro ess that governs the variables in Pi and E is the environment.
Si a fo queue Fi that models the ommuni ations between the

We asso iate to ea h pro ess

dierent sites and is dened as follows.
on

Fi is tuple < A; f; b > where f; b 2 N and A is a fun tion N
Fi :
 F irst(Fi ) :< A; f; b >7! A(f ) if f < b, ? otherwise

7! D. Four operations are dened

 EnQueue(F ; d 2 D) :< A; f; b >7!< A[A(b) 7! d℄; f; b + 1 >
 DeQueue(F ) :< A; f; b >7!< A; f + 1; b >
 Size(F ) :< A; f; b >7! b f
D des ribes the domain of the messages in F , and is dened as the
i

i

i

i

set of messages that

update the value of an asyn hronous variable and the request to exe ute a parti ular portion of
ode.

D=D

T ilde

[D

Laun h .

and its latest value :

D

T ilde

To update a variable, the message

=

V ar  Z.

pointer to the

ode that has to be exe uted.

for sequential

ode.

instantaneous,

ommuni ation

Exe ution of ea h
is

alled in

ontains the designated variable,

To exe ute some sequential

D

Laun h

=

ode, a pro ess re eives a

Lbl, where Lbl is the set of possible labels

Remark that using these primitives models a reliable, but not ne essarily
hannel.

Si is an innite loop that exe utes the ode in gure 3, ea h iteration of the loop
Input-Pro ess-Output y le be ause it ontains tree phases.

y le, or more pre isely an

(1) Input : variables linked to inputs

hange their value a

ording the physi al state of the devi e

they are atta hed to, (2) Pro ess : events are triggered and in oming messages are pro essed (3)
Output : variables linked to outputs for e the physi al state of the devi es they are

onne ted to.

// Input

for ea h input variable x 2 Pi , do x := x od 4
// Pro ess whens
for ea h Wj : V ar(Wj ) \ V ar(Pi ) 6=  do exe ute Wj od
// Pro ess messages
take n in 0;    ; Size(Fi ) 5 , for ea h j = 0;    ; n 1, do
msg 2 D = F irst(Fi ); Fi 7! DeQueue(Fi ); Handle(msg ); od
// Output
for ea h output variable x 2 Pi , do x := x od 4
Figure 3: Input-Pro ess-Output behavior

4 where
whens),

x

is the hardware value of the variable

fr subse tion on assignment.

x



and :=

is the usual denition of assignment (ie. without

5 Some results in se tion 6 use instantaneous message passing, whi h for es

innitely often 0 models

ommuni ation breakdown.

n = Size(Fi ).

Remark that

hoosing
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Pro essing whens
To ea h when

Wi .
0

Wi

The pseudo

of the form

when Cond then Body end_when,

ode for the exe ution of

if Cond ^:W then W
0

0

i

i

Wi

true; Body else Wi

0

:=

we asso iate a hidden variable

is

:=

Cond .

Remark that dierent exe ution orders of a given set of whens may lead to dierent results. To
ope with this problem, ea h site pro esses its whens respe ting their order of appearan e in the
program text.

Pro essing messages

x; val) 2 D is re eived in Si , it exe utes
x~i := val ( fr se tion on assignment). A message ontaining a label will ause the re eiving pro ess
Si to exe ute the ode asso iated to that label, until it rea hes the end of that ode.

The pro essing of messages is straightforward, if a message (

Assignment
x := e;

An assignment of the form

exe uted on site

Si

has the usual result (x is initialized with

W

the evaluation of e), but dSL adds two features to the assignment. First of all, all whens
j are
exe uted su h that
( j)
( i ). Se ondly, if x has an asyn hronous distant opy, then

x 2 V ar W

\ V ar P

8j : x~ 2 P , do F 7! EnQueue(F ; (x; e))

the asyn hronous variable(s) is (are) updated.

j

j

Remark that the spe ial behavior for assignment may
of whens.

j

j

ause innite re ursion in the pro essing

6 allows us to reje t programs that may

A simple stati

he k

x:= e;

re ursion.This allows to model the assignment
inlining of all whens that have

x

in their

by a

ontain una

eptable

ommon assignment followed by an

ondition.

Sequen es
Sequen es are

ontainers for independent sequential

e utions, they allow to exe ute
on event-driven

ode. This means that they

dene variables governed by dierent
e uted by a parti ular

Si

ode.

Be ause sequen es allow atomi

onse utive instru tions without the lo ality

Si .

an

ex-

onstraint imposed

ontain a sequen e of instru tions that use and

However, an instru tion in a sequen e is a tually ex-

depending on the variables it manipulates.

Imagine a label on ea h

Si exe utes instr1 on lbl1 , while instr2 is the next instru tion with lbl2 . If V ar (instr2 ) \ V ar (Pi ) = , then Si stops the exe ution of the sequen e, and
Fj 7! EnQueue(Fj ; lbl2 ) for j : V ar(Pj ) \ V ar(instr2 ) 6= .
Note that V ar () ontains only global variables whi h implies that lo al variables do not in-

instru tion in ea h sequen e, and

uen e the lo alization of instru tions in sequen es. It is the implementation of sequen es that
makes sure that these lo al values are

orre tly

suppose here that all instru tions that

an be lo alized (

ommuni ated between all intervening sites. We

8instr : V ar(instr) \ [ V ar(P ) 6= ).
j

j

4 Case study : a anal lo k ontroller
To illustrate dSL on epts, we study the design of a ontroller for a system omposed of two
onse utive lo ks. Ea h lo k is omposed of two gates, a top and a bottom one. In between the
top and the bottom gates of ea h lo k, the water level
lo k

an be lled of emptied). The dierent

emptying/lling a lo k)
several

an be a

essed via a

onstraints must be satised: (1) two

time, (2) a gate

6 a su ient

ontrolled (i.e.

the inside of a

ontrol panel. For this system to fun tion properly,
onse utive gates

annot be opened at the same

an only be opened if the water level on ea h side is the same, and (3) the water

level inside a lo k

appears in the

an be

ommands of this system (opening/ losing a gate,

an only be

hanged if both its top and bottom gates are

ondition is that for ea h
ondition of that

Wi .

Wi , Instr(Wi )

lose. The purpose

ontains at most one assignment to ea h variable that

DSL TO PROMELA
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of the

8

ontroller is to ensure that the previous

ommand is introdu ed via the
must rst

onstraints are veried at all time. Whenever a

ontrol panel, before taking the appropriate a tion, the

he k that it will not jeopardize the system, in whi h

a red light on the

ontrol panel is swit hed on to indi ate an error.

The idea to implement the
orresponding boolean variable

ontroller in dSL is the following. Whenever an order is given, a
h gate

order_given is set (there is an order_given variable for ea

and one for the water level of ea h lo k). When re eiving a
that all the requirements are satised and, using those
the
a

ommand, the

order_given

this implementation, ea h
presents the

WHEN

variables are, of

lose a gate

WHEN

he k

that no order on
an never violate

ourse, reset when an order is

ommand is monitored by a

monitoring the

ontroller has to

order_given variables,

he ked gates and water levels are given (note that an order to

onstraints). The

sour e

ontroller

ase, the a tion is not taken, and

ompleted. In

onstru t. As an example, gure 4

ommand open the bottom gate of lo k2 (the

omplete dSL

an be found in appendix B).

when lo k2.bottom_gate.button_open then
if (~lo k2.top_gate. losed) and (not lo k2.top_gate.order_given) and
(~lo k1.top_gate. losed) and (not lo k1.top_gate.order_given) and
(~lo k2.water.down) and (not lo k2.water_order_given)
then
not_allowed_led := false;
lo k2.bottom_gate.order_given := false;
laun h lo k2.bottom_gate<-open();
else
not_allowed_led := true;
end_if
end_when;

Figure 4:

when monitoring the

ommand open the bottom gate of lo k2

order_given variables, the '' operator annot be used. For example, in
lo k2.top_gate.order_given was tilded, when an order is given to open the bottom
k2, the ontroller would he k if lo k2.top_gate.order_given is false. However, in

Note that for all the
gure 4, if
gate of lo
that

ase, be ause of

ommuni ation delay, an order might still have been given. The

ontroller

would then allow the bottom gate of lo k2 to open while the top gate is ordered to open, whi h
leads to a violation of the given

5

dSL to

onstraints.

Promela

The appli ation
Promela

The semanti s of dSL allows an almost immediate translation of a given dSL program to
.
We show how a real ontroller appli ation is translated from dSL into
, and how, with the
help of

Spin ,

Promela

some errors in an initial design were dis overed.

Consider the dSL program in appendix B, whi h reveals eleven independent pro esses, based
on the maximal partition where one element ontains
( i ), and ea h
i2f ; ; ;
;
;
;
;
g

[

of the other ten elements

the maximum number of sites on whi h the program
distribution

7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 Instr W

ontains the instru tions of one of the ten remaining whens.
an be distributed.

an use less sites, by for ing some variables on the same site.

This is

However, the a tual
Here, the physi al

distribution uses 3 sites, (e.g.

lose buttons are part of the site that also governs the open buttons)

:

tively the variables

S1 ; S2 ; S3 , that govern respe





lo k1.{top/bottom}_gate.motor_{ ommand/dire tion},
lo k1.water_{ ommand/dire tion/up/down},
lo k1.{top/bottom}_gate.{opened/ losed}.
lo k2.{top/bottom}_gate.motor_{ ommand/dire tion},
lo k2.water_{ ommand/dire tion/up/down},
lo k2.{top/bottom}_gate.{opened/ losed}.

5
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lo
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k1.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/ lose},
k2.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/ lose},
k1.button_{empty/fill},
k2.button_{empty/fill},
k1.{top/bottom}_gate.order_given,
k2.{top/bottom}_gate.order_given.

Remark Sin e the output variable not_allowed_led has no inuen e on the behavior of the
system, we removed it from the appli ation.
Modeling the environment
If one

onsiders the environment as an individual pro ess that rea ts on outputs and

ontinually

hanges the inputs of the dSL program, the result is a surprisingly large state spa e that is mu h
too big for veri ation purposes. To ope with this problem, onsider the behavior of a pro ess

Si , and more parti

ularly its innite Input-Pro ess-Output loop. Sin e inputs are sampled at the

beginning of su h a
during the

y le, and outputs are written at the end, the

hanges of the environment

y le have no ee t whatsoever on the pro ess phase. To avoid unne essary interleavings

between the environment and the dierent dSL pro esses, the part of the environment that is
onne ted to i is
as long as i is in its pro ess phase. For this parti ular appli ation, this

S

S

frozen

simpli ation is legitimate sin e we

an split the environment up into three independent parts

where ea h part intera ts with only one
into the spe i ation of ea h

Si

Si .

To simplify the model, the environment is integrated

(by means of

inlining),

and allowed to

hange state when the

pro ess rea hes its input phase.
In our appli ation, the environment
that

an press twelve buttons.

ontains four gates, two water levels and an operator

The gates and the water levels are modeled using a

behavior ( fr gure 5) that has four states (with the

ip-op

orresponding bits for sensor_ipped and

sensor_opped) : ipped (1,0), opped(0,1), ipping(0,0) and opping(0,0). It re eives an order
to ip, to op or to do nothing. The behavior is obvious, and
(ipped

 opened, opped 

nondeterministi

an easily be adapted for the gates

losed) as for the water level (ipped

 up, opped  down).

hoi e makes the gate (and the water) move from opened (up) to

A

losed (down)

by allowing the model to stay in the ipping, respe tively opping state. Modeling the operator
is straightforward, a nondeterministi
({lo

hoi e lets the operator

hoose between the twelve buttons

k1/lo k2}.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/ lose} and
{lo k1/lo k2}.button_{empty/fill}).

inline flip_flop_behavior(sensor_flipped, sensor_flopped, order_ md, order_dir) {
if :: order_ md && sensor_flopped ->
if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> skip;
:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> sensor_flopped = false;
fi;
:: order_ md && !sensor_flopped && !sensor_flipped ->
if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> sensor_flopped = true;
:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> sensor_flipped = true;
:: skip;
fi;
:: order_ md && sensor_flipped ->
if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> sensor_flipped = false;
:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> skip;
fi;
:: ! order_ md -> skip;
fi;
}

Figure 5: Flip op behavior

5
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Modeling the Pro esses S
The pro esses

Si

i

des ribed in the semanti s

of ma ros interpreted by the C pre ompiler.

an be

oded almost as-is in

Promela

using a set

To redu e the size of the state spa e, note that

all a tions taking pla e in the pro ess phase of a given pro ess are deterministi (dSL does not
allow non-determinism, by imposing an ordering on the pro essing of the whens for example),
and intermediate states have no ee t on the behavior of the other pro esses.
the pro ess phase, whi h
of internal states.

ontains most of the

Using the

d_step

In other words,

ontroller's behavior, is a deterministi

feature from

Promela

sequen e

allows to merge all su h trails into

Promela

single nodes in the state spa e. Unfortunately, when the dSL semanti s is modeled in
the limited size of the queues asso iated to ea h pro ess make the d_step illegal when a message
is sent to a full queue. Repla ing it with

atomi

is a less but still good alternative that yields a

spe ta ular redu tion of the state spa e by not allowing any interleaving of
dierent pro esses ( fr g 6).
Communi ations between the dierent pro esses are modeled using
kept reliable but not instantaneous.

han h_1 = [MAX_CHANNEL_SIZE℄ of { byte, int, int };
a tive pro type VM_1 () {
atomi { init_1(); }
do::
// Read Inputs
atomi { input_1(); }
// Handle whens for hanged Inputs)
atomi { when_1(); }
// Read messages
atomi { read_msg_1(); }
od;
}
inline input_1() {
// Environment for lo k1.top_gate
flip_flop_behavior (
lo k1_top_gate_opened, lo k1_top_gate_ losed,
lo k1_top_gate_motor_ ommand, lo k1_top_gate_motor_dire tion);
... // Same for lo k1.bottom_gate, and lo k1.water
}
inline when_1() {
// Pro essing for WHEN lo k1.top_gate. losed || lo k1.top_gate.opened THEN
//
lo k1.top_gate.moter_ ommand := false
//
END_WHEN
if :: !(lo k1_top_gate_ losed || lo k1_top_gate_opened)
|| _old_ ond ->
_old_ ond = lo k1_top_gate_ losed || lo k1_top_gate_opened;
:: else ->
_old_ ond = true;
lo k1_top_gate_moter_ ommand = false;
fi;
... // Same for the other whens on site 1
}
inline read_msg_1 () {
byte msg_id; int par1, par2;
do
:: h_1 ? msg_id, par1, par2;
// Dispat h the message
if :: msg_id == VAR_CHANGED ->
// The message ontains an update for the variable ~x1
if par1 == ID_x -> x = par2;
...
:: msg_id == REXEC ->
// The message ontains a label that must start sequen e1 at lbl1
if par1 == lbl1 -> start_sequen e_1_lbl1();
...
fi;
:: skip-> break;
od;
}

Figure 6: Model for

S1

atomi

exe utions of

Promela 's han

and are
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6 Results
Problem in the lo ks ontroller!
At rst glan e, the implementation presented in se tion 4 seems to works. However, after modeling
it in

Promela as explained in se

tion 5 and using

Spin model

he ker to verify the given

we found out that it is faulty. Indeed, as shown in gure 7, two
1 and bottom gate of lo k2)

an be opened at the same time. In this

the top gate of lo k 1: an order to open, followed by an order to
opened) and nally an order to open. Be ause of
the value of

~lo k1.top_gate_ losed are

ase, three orders are given to

lose (before the gate is

ompletely

reset_order_given() and
ause of the laun h and '').

ommuni ation, the

delayed (respe tively be

So when the order to open the bottom gate of lo k 2 is given the
gate of lo k 1 is

onstraints,

onse utive gates (top gate of lo k

ontroller believes that the top

losed and that no order has been given to it, so it allows the opening of the

bottom gate of lo k 2, whi h violates the
lock1

onstraints.
lock2

controler
lock1.top_gate.button_open = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

lock1.top_gate.open()
lock1.top_gate.closed = false

lock1.top_gate.button_close = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

(top gate opening)
lock1.top_gate.close()
(top gate closing)

lock1.top_gate.button_open = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

lock1.top_gate.closed = true
(top gate closed)

lock1.top_gate.reset_order_given()
~lock1.top_gate.closed = true

lock1.top_gate.open()
lock1.top_gate.closed = false

lock2.bottom_gate.button_open = true
lock2.bottom_gate.order_given := true

(top gate opening)
lock2.bottom_gate.open()
lock1.bottom_gate.closed := false
(bottom gate opening)

both the top gate of lock1 and the
bottom gate of lock2 are opening!

Figure 7: Error tra e
An easy way to

orre t that, would be to allow a

ommand to a gate (or a water level) only if its

order_given is false (in other words, only allowing one order at a time).

However, this would not

be a viable solution. Indeed, imagine a boat breaks down while the gate is
would not allow to open a gate until it is
So, instead of blo king all
ommand

losing, the

losed, and the boat would be

ommands while an ordered is pro essed, we disable the

during the time needed to verify
the issued

ompletely

ommands only

onstraints. To a hieve this, a sequential exe ution

an be exe uted, by migrating the

ontroller

rushed down!
he ks that

ondition to all sites intervening sites. As

sequen e onstru t that evaluates, in the lo al
he k, that all the onditions are satised. In the example of gure 8, the rst part of the
onstraint ( he k := (lo k2.top_gate. losed and lo k2.water_down);) will be evaluated on
the site where lo k2 is lo alized, then the value of he k will be migrated to the site where lo k1 is
lo alized to evaluate the se ond part ( he k := ( he k and lo k1.top_gate. losed);). Sin e
the ontrol panel is disabled during this task, we an be sure that the variable he k is true if
illustrated in gure 8, this is done by means of a

variable

and only if the

onstraints are satised, in whi h

This introdu es the need for

ase, the

orresponding a tion(s) is (are) taken.

lassi al distributed systems me hanisms su h as semaphores.

Veri ation
The

onstraints expressed in se tion 4 are expressed in LTL as a safety property using the formula

[℄ !bad and he ked with spin using
#dene bad ((!lo k1_top_gate_ losed &&

!lo k1_bottom_gate_ losed)

6 RESULTS
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when lo k2.bottom_gate.button_open and not disabled then
disabled := true;
laun h open_bottom_gate_lo k2;
end_when
sequen e open_bottom_gate_lo k2
begin_var
he k : bool;
end_var
he k := (lo k2.top_gate. losed and lo k2.water_down);
he k := ( he k and lo k1.top_gate. losed);
if he k then
not_allowed_led := false;
laun h lo k2.bottom_gate<-open();
else
not_allowed_led := true;
end_if;
disabled := false;
end_sequen e

Figure 8:

||
||
||
||
||
||

(!lo
(!lo
(!lo
(!lo
(!lo
(!lo

when / sequen e monitoring

k1_top_gate_ losed &&
k2_bottom_gate_ losed
k1_bottom_gate_ losed
k1_top_gate_ losed &&
k2_bottom_gate_ losed
k2_top_gate_ losed &&

the

ommand open the bottom gate of lo k2

!lo k2_bottom_gate_ losed)
&& !lo k2_top_gate_ losed)
&& !lo k1_water_down)
!lo k1_water_up)
&& !lo k2_water_down)
!lo k2_water_up))
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Figure 9: Results
Results for the a tual veri ation with the simpli ations des ribed before,
gure 9. The rst
the

hannels

an be found in

olumn indi ates whi h model was taken, followed by the number of messages

an hold, a ag that indi ates whether messages are emptied as soon as possible from

their queues, next the number of buttons the operator

an press.

The last four

olumns show
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onstraints were veried, the time it took

Spin

to do so, and the memory it

needed expressed in number of states and a tual memory.
Closer inspe tion of the results in gure 9 reveal rst of all that the size of the

hannels used

for message passing has no inuen e on the size of the state spa e. Se ondly, remark that the use
of

instantaneous

message passing (a pro ess never exe utes a

y le without emptying its queue)

has an impa t on the state spa e of model 1 but makes almost no dieren e for model 2. This

tilded variables are used in model 2, and be ause the model does not
laun h messages are treated. A site that exe utes a y le without reading su h
reates almost no new states in the state spa e.

is due to the fa t that no

progress

until the

a message
More

riti al information is

Sin e the problem is
that does not
four buttons

ontained in the number of buttons the operator may press on.

ompletely symmetri , the

onstraints may be

he ked on a part of the system

ontain the water level and the outermost gate of one of the lo ks. In that

ase,

an be disabled : open/ lose for the omitted gate and up/down for the water in the

lo k. Note that, to nd the error, one must allow the operator to press more than on e on ea h
button (indi ated in gure 9 by 2x). Unfortunately, to keep the veri ation a

eptable both in

time and memory, the operator is restri ted to press ea h button no more than twi e. Even with
su h a restri tive behavior, we were unable to verify the entire se ond model, and had to verify the
onstraints on the 2x8 version. The reason for the explosion of the state spa e in model 2 is the
absen e of restri tions on the behavior of the pro ess that

ontrols the

pressing a button does not ne essarily trigger the event sin e the
must be satised. In model 2, only the disabled variable

ontrol panel. In model 1,

onditions on the

tilded variables

an stop an event from being triggered

when a button is pressed. Finally, note that the results revealing the violation of the property
are hard to interpret in relation to the other results, sin e the verier did not have to explore the
omplete state spa e.

7 Con lusions
In this paper, we presented dSL, a distributed environment for designing industrial pro ess ontrol.
We pointed out the main advantages of using dSL. This is a hieved by oering a transparent ode
distribution that simplies the designer's task. After briey presenting dSL semanti s, whi h is
based on the notion of

Promela .

maximal distributability, we showed how a dSL program an be modeled in
Spin model he ker, to dete t some non trivial aws in the

This allowed us, using the

initial design of a lo ks
that this te hnique

ontroller. Finally, we

ommented some veri ation results, and showed

an not be applied as is : great eorts to redu e state spa e are required in

order to obtain a veriable model. In the future, we would like to automate the entire translation

Promela

of dSL to
, and to apply various algorithms su h as sli ing and abstra tion to redu e the
omplexity of the resulting model. In an eort to simplify the designer's task, we must nd a
intuitive and a

essible way to model the environment. Sin e

uses standard devi es, we

ontrol of industrial pro esses often

ould provide the designer with a library of

ommon pre-modeled and

parametrized environment behaviors. We should also provide a dSL library of
me hanisms (i.e. semaphores, mutex).
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A Grammar
Remark This grammar is a redu ed version of the omplete dSL grammar, and to keep it ompa t,
some rules may introdu e ambiguity.
Dsl_Program
dsl_element_list
dsl_element
init

global_var_de laration
var_list
id_list
var_type
method_de laration

instru tion_list
instru tion

if
while
assign
syn hronous_method_ all

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

sequen e

!
!

asyn hronous-

!

when

_method_ all
sequen e_ all
expr
bin_op
un_op

!
!
!
!

dsl_element_list init
dsl_element dsl_element_list | dsl_element
global_var_de laration | method_de laration | when | sequen e

program  begin_var id_list  end_var
end_program
 global_var var_list  end_var



instru tion_list



:
:
;
id | id  , id_list
 int,  input_byte,  output_byte
 begin_method id  ( id_list  )  begin_var
instru tion_list  end_method

id_list   var_type | id_list   var_type   var_list

id_list 

end_var

instru tion instru tion_list | instru tion

;

;

if | while | assign   | syn hronous_method_ all   |

;

;

;
 end_if 

asyn hronous_method_ all   | end_if   | sequen e_ all   |

if  expr  then instru tion_list  else instru tion_list
 while expr  do instru tion_list  end_while
id  := expr
id  ( id_list  )



when expr  then instru tion_list  end_when
 sequen e id  begin_var id_list  end_var instru
 end_sequen e
 laun h syn hronous_method_ all





laun h

(

tion_list

)

id   id_list  

(
 + |  - |  * |  / |  < |  > |  <>
 - |  not

)
|  <=

expr bin_op expr | un_op expr |   expr   | id |
| 

st

>=

| 

and

| 

or
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Lo k ontroller : dSL sour e

First attempt
CLASS Gate
motor_dire tion, motor_ ommand, opened,
button_open, button_ lose : BOOL;
END_CLASS;

losed, order_given : BOOL;

CLASS Lo k
water_up, water_down, water_ ommand, water_dire tion, water_order_given : BOOL;
bottom_gate, top_gate : GATE;
button_fill, button_empty : BOOL;
END_CLASS;
GLOBAL_VAR
lo k1, lo k2
not_allowed_led
END_VAR;

: Lo k;
: BOOL;

(* Gates *)
METHOD GATE::move(dire tion : BOOL)
self.motor_dire tion := dire tion;
self.motor_ ommand := TRUE;
END_METHOD
METHOD GATE::reset_order_given()
self.order_given := FALSE;
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
END_METHOD
(* Equivalent to WHEN G. losed OR G.opened THEN ... for every obje
WHEN IN GATE self. losed OR self.opened THEN
(* W1 = self ->
self.motor_ ommand := FALSE;
(* W2 = self ->
LAUNCH self<-reset_order_given();
(* W3 = self ->
END_WHEN
(* W4 = self ->

t G of lass GATE
lo k1.bottom_gate
lo k1.top_gate
lo k2.bottom_gate
lo k2.top_gate

(* Lo ks *)
METHOD LOCK::water_move(dire tion : BOOL)
IF NOT self.water_down THEN
self.water_ ommand := TRUE;
self.water_dire tion := dire tion;
END_IF;
END_METHOD
METHOD LOCK::reset_water_order_given()
self.water_order_given := FALSE;
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
END_METHOD
WHEN IN LOCK self.water_up OR self.water_down THEN
self.water_ ommand := FALSE;
LAUNCH self<-reset_water_order_given();
END_WHEN

(* W5 = self -> lo k1 *)
(* W6 = self -> lo k2 *)

WHEN lo k1.bottom_gate.button_open THEN
(* W7 *)
IF (~lo k1.top_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.top_gate.order_given) AND
(~lo k1.water_down) AND (NOT li k1.water_order_given)
THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
lo k1.bottom_gate.order_given := TRUE;
LAUNCH lo k1.bottom_gate<-move(TRUE); (*open*)
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
END_WHEN
WHEN lo k1.top_gate.button_open THEN
(* W8 *)
IF (~lo k1.bottom_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND
(~lo k2.bottom_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k2.bottom_gate.order_given) AND
(~lo k1.water_up) AND (NOT lo k1.water_order_given)
THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
lo k1.top_gate.order_given := TRUE;
LAUNCH lo k1.top_gate<-move(TRUE);
(*open*)
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
END_WHEN

*)
*)
*)
*)
*)

B LOCK CONTROLLER : DSL SOURCE

WHEN lo k1.bottom_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k1.bottom_gate<-move(FALSE);
END_WHEN

(* lose*)

WHEN lo k1.top_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k1.top_gate<-move(FALSE);
END_WHEN

(* lose*)

16

(* W9 *)
(* W10 *)

WHEN lo k1.button_fill THEN
(* W11 *)
IF (~lo k1.bottom_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND
(~lo k1.top_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.top_gate.order_given)
THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
lo k1.water_order_given := TRUE;
LAUNCH lo k1<-water_move(TRUE);
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
END_WHEN
WHEN lo k1.button_empty THEN
(* W12 *)
IF (~lo k1.bottom_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND
(~lo k1.top_gate. losed) AND (NOT lo k1.top_gate.order_given)
THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
lo k1.water_order_given := TRUE;
LAUNCH lo k1<-water_move(FALSE);
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
END_WHEN
WHEN lo k2.bottom_gate.button_open THEN
(* W13 *)
... (* Same as W8, repla e lo k1 with lo k2 ; swit h top, bottom; swit h up, down *)
WHEN lo k2.top_gate.button_open THEN
(* W14 *)
... (* Same as W7, repla e lo k1 with lo k2 ; swit h top, bottom; swit h up, down *)
WHEN lo k2.bottom_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k2.bottom_gate<-move(FALSE);
END_WHEN

(* lose*)

WHEN lo k2.top_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k2.top_gate<-move(FALSE);
END_WHEN

(* lose*)

(* W15 *)
(* W16 *)

WHEN lo k2.button_fill THEN
... (* Same as W11, repla e lo k1 with lo k2 *)

(* W17 *)

WHEN lo k2.button_empty THEN
... (* Same as W12, repla e lo k1 with lo k2 *)

(* W18 *)

(* main program *)
PROGRAM LOCK
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
END_PROGRAM

Se ond attempt
(* Same as attempt 1, without the order given instru tions : *)
METHOD GATE::open(), METHOD GATE:: lose(), METHOD GATE::reset_order_given()
WHEN IN GATE self. losed OR self.opened, METHOD LOCK::empty(), METHOD LOCK::fill()
(* Commands on lo k1 *)
WHEN lo k1.bottom_gate.button_open AND NOT disabled THEN
disabled := true;
LAUNCH open_bottom_gate_lo k1;
END_WHEN
SEQUENCE open_bottom_gate_lo k1
VAR
he k : bool;
END_VAR
he k := (lo k1.top_gate. losed AND lo k1.water_down);
IF he k THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
LAUNCH lo k1.bottom_gate<-open();
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ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
disabled := false;
END_SEQUENCE
WHEN lo k1.top_gate.button_open AND NOT disabled THEN
disabled := true;
LAUNCH open_top_gate_lo k1;
END_WHEN
SEQUENCE open_top_gate_lo k1
VAR
he k : bool;
END_VAR
he k := (lo k1.bottom_gate. losed AND lo k1.water_up);
he k := ( he k AND lo k2.bottom_gate. losed);
IF he k THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
LAUNCH lo k1.top_gate<-open();
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
disabled := false;
END_SEQUENCE
WHEN lo k1.bottom_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k1.bottom_gate<- lose();
END_WHEN
WHEN lo k1.top_gate.button_ lose THEN
LAUNCH lo k1.top_gate<- lose();
END_WHEN
WHEN lo k1.button_fill AND NOT disabled THEN
disabled := true;
LAUNCH fill_lo k1;
END_WHEN
SEQUENCE fill_lo k1
VAR
he k : bool;
END_VAR
he k := (lo k1.top_gate. losed AND lo k1.bottom_gate. losed);
IF he k THEN
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
LAUNCH lo k1<-fill();
ELSE
not_allowed_led := TRUE;
END_IF;
disabled := false;
END_SEQUENCE
WHEN lo k1.button_empty AND NOT disabled THEN
disabled := true;
LAUNCH empty_lo k1;
END_WHEN
SEQUENCE empty_lo k1
(* same as fill_lo k1, repla e empty() with fill() *)
...
(* Commands on lo k2 : same as
repla e lo k1 with lo k2,
swit h top and bottom,
swit h up and down. *)
...
PROGRAM LOCK
not_allowed_led := FALSE;
END_PROGRAM

ommands on lo k1,
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